
Knowledge Organiser
‘Architecture’ 

Keywords
Ink and water  Mixed media Proportions Continuous Line

Reflection Scale  Material Colour blending

Perspective Vanishing point Horizon line  Evaluation 

Key Skills
• To understand how architects are influenced by their 

environment and materials
• How to use the horizon line and vanish point to draw out 

buildings to perspective
• Exploring different drawing mediums
• Using simple shapes to imagine their own architectural   

building 
• Final piece to reflect all the skills students have learnt across 

the project 

Art and Design 

Words to demonstrate 
knowledge of Architecture 

Using shapes to create 
different types of buildings 

Imagining their own building 
inspired from the shapes and 
a chosen theme

Exploring different types of buildings around the world and trying out different 
mediums. Across the observational element student develop skills in perspective 
drawing



Knowledge Organiser
‘Objects’ 

Keywords
Block colour Imagination Proportions Line

Scale Simplify    Form Collage  

Objects  Graphic  Reflection  Analysis

Key Skills
qIdentify the features in the paintings created by Micheal Craig Martin. 
qTo understand how composition and layout can effect the visual impact of  artwork. 
qIdentify how altering scale can create visual interest. 
qTo practise simplifying objects into shapes that describe them with out detail. 
qTo work using a block colours to create work in the style of Micheal Craig Martin, 

working with previous knowledge of harmonious and complimentary colour sets 
qTo use collage to explore shape and scale when working inside a set shape when 

working in the style of Tony Cragg

We continue to develop their ability to 
research and analyse an artist’s 

artwork. 

Art and Design 

We use block colour and graphic 
line to create our own MCM 

pieces 
We fill our chosen silhouettes with 
a range of objects from magazines

We explore how to use 
silhouettes to create artwork  

We use tracing paper to 
focus on how to create a 
successful composition 

Micheal Craig Martin 

Tony Cragg



Knowledge Organiser
‘Birds ’ 

Keywords
Ink and wash Combining  Score and Slip Pinch pot 

Modelling Slab   Clay tools Pencil colour and 
black paper  

Texture  Oil pastel  Imagination  Evaluation 

Key Skills
• Exploring different mediums through the theme of birds
• How to create texture using, oil pastels, pencil colour, ink wash 

and clay
• Understanding how to use directional line to create texture and 

shape
• How to use clay and build on knowledge of structural process
• Develop key technical terminology and put this into practice

Art and Design 

Layering and directional 
lines using oil pastels 

Understanding mark 
making using ink and wash

How to use pencil colour 
on a black background 

Combining two bird to 
create their own clay 
piece. Students learn how 
to consider a 3D structure 



Knowledge Organiser
‘Warhol Printing ’ 

Keywords
Colour Block Text  Line

Printing Everyday objects   Form Negative space 

Pop Art Brands Colour theory Analysis

Key Skills
qIdentify the design features inside Andy Warhol’s printing process. 
qTo understand how to apply the correct printing process to create a 

successful four x repetition poly print  
qTo simplify our work to produce a successful design when creating a 

print that includes text. 
qTo understand the application of negative space when working with 

print design. 

We copy Warhol to help 
us understand how he 

works 

Art and Design 

We study and explore the branding and logos we 
see everyday in the shops. Using our knowledge 

of composition we create a logo inspired 
drawing. 

We use our previous knowledge of 
poly printing to explore how to print 

stencilised objects and text 

Looking closely at 
Warhol’s use of colour 

we develop backgrounds 
for our prints 



Knowledge Organiser
‘Album cover design’ 

Keywords
Customer brief   Moodboard Research Image analysis 

Layout Font   Design Ideas Evaluation 

Improving  Meeting the 
client brief Link to target  Album cover  

Key Skills
• How to use a client brief to help with designing
• Understanding the design process
• How to layout a design idea page based on graphic 

design
• How to reflect and improve on design idea
• How to layout work font and illustration for an 

album 

Art and Design 

Research based on chosen artist. Student answer a set 
question to help build a client brief. They then analyse a 
previous album cover to under stand their client further 

Students create a moodbaord of their 
chosen artist to help design their album 
cover 

Students used their client 
brief and moodbaord to 
design to different design 
covers  

Student select one of their designs and go on 
to make improvements to their final design 
cover for their chosen artist.  



Knowledge Organiser
‘Boyle Family ’ 

Keywords
View point   Layering Proportions Line

Rubbings 2D/3D relief    Form Zoom  

Photography Photography Mark making Scale

Key Skills
qIdentify the features in castings made by The Boyle Family. 
qTo understand how changing our view point can inform our art 

work. 
qIdentify how altering scale can create visual interest. 
qTo create artwork that uses the school environment. 
qTo use collage to explore shape, scale and composition. 
qTo use layering to create an effective composition. 
qTo understand the effectiveness on 2D-3D relief. 

We explore things that we 
might not notice as we move 

around our environment 

Art and Design 

We explore how we can use 
photography to record our 

journeys  

We learn to zoom in and take in 
the details 

We create collages using our 
knowledge of scale, layering 

and composition 

We create artwork using our 
environment, taking rubbings 
from around the school site 

We create 2D-3D relief 
tiles, taking inspiration from 

our collages 


